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Learn more at:

Tom Batchelder, Founder of Selling 180°

Tom has blended his background in counseling psychology, 

sales consulting, and executive coaching to create a training 

curriculum and philosophy that people apply to all areas of 

their life. He has 25 years of experience in sales, coaching and 

consulting with professional services and technology 

organizations focused on accelerated growth. 

His ideal client has a commitment to growing the right way and 

leveling up their approach to sales. He is committed to igniting 

sustainable change in people’s mindset and shaping their 

ability to present compelling solutions to prospective clients. 

He is based in Marin County, California, just outside San 

Francisco, where he is raising two teenage sons. 

TOM BATCHELDER  |  A DIFFERENT APPROACH TO NEW BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

AVAILABLE ON AMAZON.COM

A�liate Partner Opportunity

Selling 180° has changed the way 
professionals approach sales. 

And now we’re building a select team of independent partners 

to deliver our transformational sales training and coaching 

methodology to a growing audience of professionals who love 

sales but don’t love selling. 

We help double deal size and length of engagement for the 

coaches and consultants that join our affiliate network. Our 

Affiliate Partners can access proprietary sales training content 

and a consulting engagement model that increases income and 

creates more rewarding, long-term client relationships.

Selling 180° is partnering with coaches and trainers looking 

to explore a new product line, or sales leaders seeking an 

entrepreneurial second act who don’t want to go it alone. 

If you are a driven professional that wants to maintain 

independence, while aligning with a team that has proven 

content and bottom-line results, this opportunity may be a 

good fit.

Email Tom at Tom@Selling180.com to schedule a 20 minute 

exploratory conversation.

Unique, Concise and Targeted for 
Real-Life Situations

I've read a ton of sales books and 

Selling 180° was the first one that 

not only made me more successful, 

but really spoke to me as a person... 

– Ted F.

Super Valuable, Super Actionable, 
Super Approachable

Selling 180° is the only sales book 

that stays on my desk, because I 

use it all the time.

– Jake B.

Become a seller or trainer using the Selling 180° content and curriculum
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